ANATOMY OF A **REALLY ADVANCED WESTLAWNEXT KEY NUMBER SEARCH**

*(On WestlawNext, limit search to Cases first, then use Advanced search)*

45k112.50 or 45k105! and internet or facebook or “social media” or “social network!”

45 - Number Westlaw assigns to topic (45=Attorney and Client)

K112.50 – telling Westlaw to search a Key Number 112.50 (Research and knowledge of law)

- Can use any connector (must use advanced search in WestlawNext) – use “or” connector to search for either key number; use “and” connector to get both in same document

105!=key number for In general (! With any subsections that follow - to include Elements of malpractice) (Can also search a different topic, using that topic’s number to replace 45)

Use “and” connector to add additional search terms

Add additional search terms using any connector

**Alternatives**

- 45III Key Number Filter - can use post search filter to narrow to Attorney and Client > Duties and Liabilities of Attorney to Client or 45III as a term in search (45=Attorney and Client > III = subtopic for Duties and Liabilities of Attorney to Client)
- From WestlawNext home screen > Tools > West Key Number System > choose topic and any subtopic and search (this will search only headnotes, not full text of case)